Pain Flashbacks in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
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Objectives: Surgical patients who regain consciousness while under general anesthesia may develop symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). One common PTSD symptom is the experiencing of abnormal perceptions during which the patient feels as if the trauma is recurring. The objective of this report is to document the re-occurrence of pain as part of the PTSD sequelae.

Results: We present two patients who developed PTSD following an episode of awareness under anesthesia. In both cases, posttraumatic sequelae persisted for years and included pain symptoms that resembled, in quality and location, pain experienced during surgery. In addition to their similarity to the original pain, these pain symptoms were triggered by stimuli associated with the traumatic situation, suggesting that they were flashbacks to the episode of awareness under anesthesia.

Discussion: The similarity between the patients' pain symptoms and pain experienced during trauma, the triggering by traumatic cues, and the associated emotional arousal and avoidance suggest the involvement of a somatosensory memory mechanism.
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Surgical patients who regain consciousness while under general anesthesia frequently find themselves powerless to alert the anesthesiologist or surgeon to their plight, due to the use of muscle relaxants.¹⁻⁴ These patients may subsequently develop PTSD,⁵ a psychiatric condition characterized by symptoms of re-experiencing, avoidance, emotional numbing, and hyperarousal.⁵ In a recent review of the link between awareness under anesthesia and PTSD, Osterman and van der Kolk¹ noted that inescapable stress is particularly conducive to the development of PTSD symptoms.

One characteristic symptom of PTSD is “acting or feeling as if the traumatic event were recurring.”⁶ Patients with PTSD often report flashbacks, in which actual sensations related to their trauma are re-experienced.⁷ Mellman and Davis⁸ noted that visual flashbacks are most common but abnormal perceptions occur in other modalities, often triggered by heightened arousal or sensory cues. They report on a combat veteran who re-experienced “pain like a shrapnel wound” as part of combat-related posttraumatic sequelae, indicating that pain may occur as a sensory flashback to trauma.

The re-occurrence of pain as a sensory memory has been well documented in the amputee population,⁹ but, with a few exceptions,¹⁰ has been otherwise virtually ignored. The object of the present clinical note is to report two patients who became aware during surgery while under general anesthesia. The patients subsequently developed PTSD symptoms that included pain similar in quality and location to the pain they experienced when they awoke during surgery.

Consent was obtained from both patients to be interviewed and to have their history published. Both patients were interviewed using two standardized measures, the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale¹¹ (CAPS) and the Traumatic Memory Inventory¹² (TMI). The CAPS is a validated structured clinical interview, targeted to a specific event that meets diagnostic and statistical manual-IV (DSM-IV) stressor criterion (experiencing a threat to one’s body integrity and responding with helplessness or terror).⁶ The CAPS assesses the frequency and intensity of 17 core, and 8 associated, symptoms of PTSD, as well as level of functional impairment. CAPS scores range from 0–136 with scores of 45 or above meeting DSM-IV diagnostic criteria with symptoms of moderate severity. The TMI is a 60-item structured interview developed for the systematic collection of data concerning the retrieval of an emotionally significant traumatic memory. The memory is examined in three time periods: initially, when the memory was most distressing, and at the time of the interview. The interviews were conducted in the context of a study¹ assessing posttraumatic sequelae following awareness under anesthesia. Documentation of pain flashbacks was not an a priori objec-
tive of that study. It was during administration of the TMI that the pain memories presented here were first revealed by the patients.

CASE HISTORIES

Case 1: Nocturnal Back Pain

R.V., a 68-year-old retired woman, was interviewed 13 years after a laminectomy under general endotracheal anesthesia, as verified by review of her surgical record. Her anesthesia record revealed an uneventful surgical experience and did not indicate that she experienced awareness under anesthesia. (This discrepancy is consistent with research showing little correspondence between surgical records and self-report of awareness under anesthesia.)

R.V. reported that she awoke several times during her surgical procedure, experiencing an exruciating burning pain in her back and down her left leg. She was unable to move or speak and could not alert the anesthesiologist that she was awake. She reported feeling a sense of terror and an overwhelming desire to flee. She recalled hearing the surgical team discuss the S2 nerve, and she attributed the pain to movement of the S2 nerve. R.V. also recalled hearing clinking of instruments and scraping noises as well as “chit chat.” She did not report this experience to the surgeon, anesthesiologist, or other hospital staff in the recovery room after surgery for fear of a negative reaction. She also did not confide in her family or any subsequent physician.

R.V. suffered from chronic severe back pain following the laminectomy which caused her to retire early. In addition to a disabling daytime back pain, she experienced a distinct nocturnal pain in her back and leg. This pain appeared to be triggered by a state of consciousness resembling a light anesthetic state. R.V. recounted that every night since the surgery, she would drift off into a light sleep, with the aid of a hypnotic medication, and suddenly be awakened by an intense, burning pain in her back and leg. This pain was different in quality and location from the dull pain she felt during the day, which was limited to her back. R.V. commented, “Isn’t it surprising—it is the identical pain to the pain I had in the surgery!” R.V. also described feeling a strong urge to move, similar to her feeling during surgery, and was compelled to get out of bed and walk around the room. Exhausted, she would return to bed, only to re-experience the back and leg pain and desire to walk about, many times each night. Interestingly, R.V. also had vivid memories of the sound of the instruments “clinking and scraping” and for many years following her surgery could not eat with metal utensils.

R.V. became a high utilizer of medical services following her laminectomy, seeking relief from her severe nocturnal back and leg pain and sleep disorder. She received a disability pension for an unrelated cardiac condition. Over the years, she had received a variety of treatments for her sleep and pain complaints, including benzodiazepines, barbiturates, and multiple analgesic agents. She also underwent a second laminectomy with great reluctance and fear in the hope that her debilitating pain would be relieved. The procedure was unsuccessful.

At the time of the interview, R.V. had a CAPS score of 81 and a clinical diagnosis of PTSD. She received trauma-focused cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) for her awareness-induced PTSD with resolution of her nocturnal re-experiencing of back and leg pain and improved sleep. Her chronic daytime back pain, due mostly to an arthritic condition, was unchanged.

Case 2: Substernal Chest Pain

P.K., a 43-year-old woman, who was employed in a hospital, suffered awareness under anesthesia during a laparoscopic tubal ligation, 3 years prior to the interview. Her medical record described an uncomplicated surgery under general endotracheal anesthesia with no indication of awareness under anesthesia. Her preoperative examination revealed a healthy woman with a normal EKG.

P.K. gave a detailed account of her surgical experience, indicating that she only briefly went under anesthesia. She described intubation and extubation and experienced significant pain and distress throughout the surgery. She described urgent efforts to move and communicate with her doctor, but was unable to “make a sound or even move a finger.” She reported being able to open her eyes just enough to see details of the surgical environment but not enough to be detected. She attempted to elicit help but felt “defeated.” P.K. was able to give exact details describing the procedure, which matched with the surgeon’s report.

Despite multiple symptoms of PTSD, including flashbacks and nightmares of the laparoscopy, P.K. returned to work several weeks after surgery. At that time, she reported having been in an elevator with a nurse in a blue scrub suit and mask when she began experiencing severe substernal chest pain, which she described as a “painful pressure, pushing outward against my sternum.” The pain was located from just below the sternal notch to the angle of Louis, coinciding with the location of the pain during intubation. P.K. described seeing the nurse and experiencing a sense of being trapped and of wanting to flee the elevator. She reported feeling disconnected from her surroundings and “unreal.” She then began to experience the pressure pushing out against her sternum. As she left the elevator, the pain resolved. Since that time, she avoided elevators even if she needed to walk multiple flights of stairs. She also became adept at avoiding scrub suits, eating in the cafeteria and going to areas where people in scrub suits might be. Despite her efforts, P.K. reported that each time she witnessed a blue scrub suit in the hospital, the community, or even on television, she suffered from this identical chest pain and the sense of disconnect or unreality. In time, simply seeing the color blue was sufficient to trigger this chest pain. She attrib-
uated the chest pain to reminders of her trauma, but on the advice of her therapist, sought a medical evaluation. Medical evaluation including a cardiac work-up was negative, ruling out cardiac abnormalities as a cause of the pain.

P.K. had a CAPS score of 75 and a clinical diagnosis of PTSD. She received individual trauma focused CBT with resolution of the PTSD. In follow-up, P.K. reported some residual chest pain when seeing scrub suits but this pain was milder in nature. She no longer met diagnostic criteria for PTSD.

**DISCUSSION**

The cases presented here indicate that the posttraumatic sequelae of PTSD may include the reoccurrence of pain first experienced during the trauma (awareness under anesthesia in the present cases). These pain flashbacks are not simply cognitive recollections of a past pain but are described as actual sensations that resemble, in quality and location, the pain experienced during the original event.

There is little documentation in the non-amputee population to support the idea that pain can re-occur as a memory. Lenz and colleagues found that the pain and emotional responses associated with both angina and atypical chest pain were reliably evoked by thalamic microstimulation but only in patients who had previously experienced these pains. These reports suggest that electrical stimulation during surgery re-activated a central representation of the sensory and affective dimensions of previously experienced pains.

The unique aspect of the cases we report is that the pain flashbacks are triggered by stimuli associated with the trauma, indicating that conditioning may have occurred at, or near, the time of trauma. R.V.'s pain was triggered by a state of consciousness resembling an incomplete anesthetic state. P.K.'s pain occurred after witnessing blue scrub suits, a reminder of her surgical trauma. Consistent with a conditioning hypothesis, P.K. also demonstrated stimulus generalization, with blue objects other than scrub suits eventually eliciting the pain. Taken together, these case reports suggest that fear conditioning is involved in the re-activation of the patients' pain. Fear conditioning is a well-characterized phenomenon in which a neutral stimulus (such as a tone) comes to evoke amygdala-mediated behavioral, autonomic, and endocrine fear responses through previous association with a naturally fear-evoking stimulus (such as a shock). The hypothesis that fear conditioning is involved in the establishment of the pain symptoms documented here is plausible in light of evidence indicating that learning can occur under anesthesia and that the extent of learning is inversely related to the depth of anesthesia.

This interpretation is also consistent with the patients' PTSD symptoms. Research has shown that memories for traumatic events differ qualitatively from everyday memories, and are often reported as precise images, smells, and physical sensations rather than conscious, declarative recollections. Fear conditioning has been proposed as a mechanism for posttraumatic memory alterations, including flashbacks in other sensory modalities.

Fear conditioning typically results in emotional or behavioral responses. To the best of our knowledge, the possibility that learning can occur under anesthesia might also result in the perceived re-activation of a somatosensory event such as pain. To explain how this might occur, the effects of the conditioned response on sensory, emotional, and cognitive dimensions of pain perception will be briefly examined.

On a sensory level, conditioned fear may alter nociceptive thresholds through both peripheral and central mechanisms. Fear results in peripheral catecholamine release which is known to lower nociceptive thresholds. Central alteration of nociceptive thresholds could occur by way of a descending amygdala-periaqueductal gray (PAG)-rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM)-dorsal horn pathway which has been implicated in conditioned analgesia and antianalgesia. Both peripheral catecholamine release and activation of the above mentioned central circuit would result in global, rather than topographically selective modulation of pain (Fields, personal communication, April 4, 2002). These processes could, however, contribute to sub-threshold nociceptive activity (resulting from lingering damage or sensitization sustained during trauma) being raised to threshold and experienced as a recurrence of pain.

On an emotional level, the conditioned fear response could add to the overall experience of pain by increasing the unpleasantness of the experience. The conditioned fear response is commonly experienced as unpleasant, negative affect. Negative affect (similar to that evoked by fear-conditioned cues) is an integral part of the pain experience. Thus, an evoked fear response may not only raise nociception to supra-threshold levels but may add to the aversiveness of that experience by increasing the emotional distress associated with the somatic sensation. In some cases, this could result in an otherwise innocuous somatic sensation in the previously affected area being perceived as painful and aversive.

On a cognitive level, the fear response could lead to the pain and accompanying affect being interpreted in relation to the original trauma. The fear elicited by the conditioned stimulus would not only resemble the original emotional response to trauma but could be accompanied by memory fragments associated with the traumatic event, including flashbacks in other sensory modalities. While the fear response itself is not under conscious control, the similarity of the affective responses and the association with traumatic memory fragments could lead to the interpretation that the pain is being re-experienced.

There are limitations to these case reports. Both patients were interviewed years after the episode of awareness under anesthesia. Thus, the interpretation that their pain was the same as that experienced during the episode of awareness under anesthesia is retrospective and vulnerable to the biases inherent
in recall of pain. This is a common limitation in studies of traumatic memory. Other traumatized populations, including holocaust survivors, war veterans, and survivors of child abuse, are routinely assessed for memory and psychiatric symptoms many years after the target event. Prospective documentation of the original and subsequent pain symptoms using standardized techniques would be helpful in determining the extent to which the re-experienced pain resembles the original pain.

The case of P.K. illustrates overlap between symptoms associated with panic attack and posttraumatic flashbacks. An alternate account of her symptoms is that she was experiencing chest pain commonly associated with panic attacks. The localization of chest pain to a small circumscribed area coinciding with the location of the endotracheal tube, however, makes this interpretation unlikely.

Finally, interpreting clinical symptoms in terms of fear conditioning is potentially problematic since the relationship between stimulus and response may be complicated by factors that cannot easily be studied outside a well-controlled laboratory. For instance, it is difficult to explain why P.K.’s symptoms were provoked by blue scrub suits rather than other features of the surgical environment, or why R.V. did not experience pain when she heard “chit chat” or the clinking of utensils. In assessing the role of learning in the acquisition and maintenance of PTSD symptoms, Foa et al point out that factors such as cognitive appraisal, intensity and predictability of the trauma, and processes such as generalization, avoidance conditioning, and higher-order conditioning all complicate clinical presentation. An associative network theory such as that proposed by Foa and Kozak is less parsimonious than a simple fear conditioning explanation, but may account for the more complex forms of learning that occur during traumatic events.

The difficulty in unambiguously interpreting these symptoms as pain flashbacks indicates that better documentation and research are needed. It is important that cases like these are presented, however, since this phenomenon has both clinical and theoretical significance. While incidence and prevalence statistics are unavailable, clinicians frequently refer to somatic flashbacks without a body of research or diagnostic categories to support their interpretations. Furthermore, there is a large body of literature documenting a host of poorly understood somatic symptoms in traumatized patients, indicating that current etiological explanations for pain are not providing answers for a significant portion of this population both in terms of explaining the origins of the pain and planning effective treatments.

Further documentation of cases such as these might elucidate the link between unexplained pain symptoms and psychological trauma by clarifying the role of well-characterized phenomena such as fear-conditioning. The etiological link between fear-inducing traumatic situations and intrusive memory symptoms is well documented. The complex relationship between fear and chronic pain has been recently outlined, but the relationships among extreme fear, memory, and pain perception have yet to be studied. Information on how these processes interact may bring us closer to understanding the relationship between psychologic trauma and poorly explained somatic symptoms.

CONCLUSIONS

We present two cases of pain flashbacks that persisted for years after the patients suffered a traumatic episode of awareness under anesthesia. These flashbacks resembled the pain experienced during the episode of surgical awareness and with time were reliably triggered by specific environmental or internal stimuli, suggesting a classically conditioned response. The similarity in quality and location of the flashbacks to the original pain experience, the triggering of flashbacks by trauma-related cues, and the associated emotional arousal and avoidance suggest the involvement of a somatosensory memory mechanism. Research is needed to determine the incidence of pain flashbacks after traumatic injury and the mechanisms responsible for their establishment and maintenance.
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